Future Worker Agreement

We, Young Decision Maker and Future Worker, hereby agree for FW to become YDM’s Future Worker. In order to do that job the right way YDM and FW each agree to the following:

1. We will meet twice a month.

2. We will find a private “office” away from YDM’ residence where we can meet.

3. We will each do our own Future Work:
   a) YDM will become an expert on adoption and on thinking about his future.
   b) FW will teach YDM many of the things that YDM will need to know to become that adoption expert and to make decisions regarding his future.
   c) YDM will tell FW if there are things he doesn’t understand, or things he doesn’t agree with, or things he doesn’t like.
   d) FW will become an expert on YDM. As part of doing that, FW may talk with all the adults responsible for YDM.

4. We will continue this work for as long as YDM’ future is not settled, and xxxxxxxxxx County continues to agree to allow us to work together.

Signed this xxxxxxx day of xxxxxxx, 20xxx:

_________________________  _________________________
YDM                                      FW

_________________________
xxxxxxxxxxx County DSS Witness

_________________________
Family Focus Witness